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ABSTRACT: High-temperature annealing above 700 °C improves the activity of
photoelectrochemical water oxidation by hematite photoanodes by increasing its
crystallinity. Yet, it brings severe agglomeration of nanostructured hematite thin
films and deteriorates electrical conductivity of the transparent conducting oxide
(TCO) substrate. We report here that the nanostructure of the hematite and the
conductivity of TCO could be preserved, while the high crystallinity is attained,
by hybrid microwave annealing (HMA) utilizing a graphite susceptor for efficient
microwave absorption. Thus, the hematite thin-film photoanodes treated by HMA
record 2 times higher water oxidation photocurrents compared to a conventional
thermal-annealed photoanode. The enhanced performance can be attributed to
the synergistic effect of a smaller feature size of nanostructure-preserved hematite
and a good electrical conductivity of TCO. The method could be generally
applied to the fabrication of efficient photoelectrodes with small feature sizes and
high crystallinity, which have been mutually conflicting requirements with conventional thermal annealing processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) solar water splitting is a promising
route to produce hydrogen in a sustainable and eco-friendly
manner.1−4 Under illumination, photoexcited electron−hole
pairs are generated in thin-film photoelectrodes, and they
reduce and oxidize water, respectively, to evolve hydrogen and
oxygen from the following reactions in case the anode is the
light absorber:

+ → + ++ −l hv gAt anode: 2H O( ) O ( ) 4H 4e2 2 (1)

+ →+ − gAt cathode: 2H 2e H ( )2 (2)

Among many semiconductor photocatalysts, hematite (α-
Fe2O3) has become one of the most popular photoanode
materials past few years and achieved rapid progress to yield
anodic photocurrents corresponding to solar-to-hydrogen
conversion efficiency of as high as ca. 5%.5−8 These high
efficiency hematite photoanodes are obtained through many
modifications to improve the poor electric property of hematite
such as doping,8−13 nanostructuring,14,15 thermal annealing,
and introducing an oxygen-evolving cocatalyst.16−18 In
particular, introduction of high-temperature annealing (>700
°C) is probably one of the most significant events responsible
for the advent of many high-efficiency hematite thin films.7 The
high-temperature annealing is also known to bring uninten-

tional doping due to diffusion of Sn from the FTO layer to the
Fe2O3 bulk.

7 It has made hematite thin films routinely produce
solar water oxidation photocurrents at mAcm−2 scale by
forming highly crystalline hematite thin films with reduced
defects and improved electrical conductivity.8,19

In spite of desirable effects of the high-temperature
annealing, it also has a few drawbacks. First, the electrical
conductivity of transparent conducting oxide (TCO) employed
as the substrate of photoelectrodes deteriorates with conven-
tional thermal annealing (CTA) above ∼550 °C.20,21 In this
case, “conventional thermal annealing” refers to any kind of
annealing procedure using a “conventional thermal furnace”.
Second, hematite thin film agglomerates, and its original
nanostructure formed at low temperatures is severely damaged.
The growth of the feature size is a critical issue especially for
photocatalytic materials like hematite, which has an extremely
short hole diffusion length of 2−4 nm.22,23 Due to the short
hole diffusion length, it is hard for the photoexcited holes
formed in the bulk to diffuse to the electrode||electrolyte
interface before charge recombination occurs in the materials
with large feature sizes.
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In fact, this represents a long-standing dilemma in preparing
efficient optoelectronic materials. Most desired is high
crystallinity without defects and small feature sizes, yet CTA
yields high crystallinity but large feature sizes by sintering,
thereby forcing us to compromise between crystallinity and
size. There have been only a few reports that specifically
address this challenge. An example is to use a structure
confinement scaffold.24 Thus, SiO2 scaffold encapsulates the
original Fe2O3 structure to help it endure high-temperature
annealing without serious growth of the feature size. Yet, this
method cannot avoid deteriorated electrical conductivity of
TCO substrate, and the scaffold has to be removed later,
making the overall process complicated.
As our approach to meet this challenge, here we report an

ingenious method to prepare semiconductor electrodes of high
crystallinity, still maintaining small feature sizes. Thus, highly
crystalline nanostructure-preserved hematite thin films were
prepared by the hybrid microwave annealing (HMA)
technique. The electrical conductivity of F-doped SnO2
(FTO) substrate was also not much damaged either.
Furthermore, we believe HMA could be generally applied to
the fabrication of efficient photoelectrodes of other semi-
conductors due to its simple and facile process, as we recently
demonstrated for ZnFe2O4,

25 CuO,26 and MoS2.
27

The HMA combines conventional microwave heating with
an additional heating from an effective microwave absorber
called a susceptor.25 Briefly, the temperature of a susceptor
(graphite) increases immediately upon microwave irradiation,
and the susceptor transfers the heat to the sample by the
conventional heating mechanisms. Then, the heated sample
could absorb the microwave effectively due to the changed
dielectric properties and attenuation distance at the elevated
temperature. Due to the efficiency of the HMA process,
annealing of hematite electrode is completed in a few minutes,
and thus, crystal growth and deterioration of FTO are
minimized. Furthermore, HMA could be an innovative
technique with several other advantages in energy saving and
process safety. Optimum annealing time for HMA (5 min) is
shorter than that for CTA (20 min), and the difference
becomes more significant when considering the time required
for ramping and cooling processes for CTA. Thus, energy
required for annealing of hematite thin films is proportionally
smaller for HMA compared to CTA. HMA is also a relatively
safer annealing process without the need to take samples in/out
of the preheated furnace.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Electrode Fabrication. The hematite photoanodes were

prepared via a simple solution-based method and high-temperature
annealing at 800 °C.28,29 A starting material (β-FeOOH) is grown on
substrate (F:SnO2-coated glass, FTO, purchased from Pilkington Inc.,
model: TEC8) at 100 °C in aqueous solution containing Fe precursor
(0.15 M FeCl3·H2O) and 1 M NaNO3. The reactor containing the
solution and FTO glass pieces was kept in an oven for 6 h, and the
resultant substrate coated with yellow thin film was washed with excess
amount of distilled water. After drying at ambient temperature and
pressure overnight, the thin film was annealed at 800 °C for 20 min
using a conventional thermal furnace. To minimize damage, the thin
film was put into the preheated furnace and taken from the furnace
right after 20 min. For hybrid microwave annealing, a Pyrex beaker
containing 8 g of graphite powder (susceptor) was prepared, and the
yellow thin film was slightly buried on the flat surface of the graphite
to expose only the top surface of the thin film (Scheme S1 of
Supporting Information, SI). The beaker was put inside a household

microwave oven of 2.45 GHz and 800W, and the annealing was
performed for 2−15 min.

2.2. Electrochemical Measurements. The photoanode was put
in a three-electrode cell as a working electrode to observe its solar
water oxidation response. A platinum mesh electrode and Ag/AgCl
electrode were also employed in the cell as a counter electrode and
reference electrode. One molar sodium hydroxide was used for basic
(pH 13.6) electrolyte. Photocurrent−potential curves and electro-
chemical impedance spectra were recorded under simulated solar light
generated by a solar simulator (91170, Oriel) with an air mass 1.5 G
filter. Light intensity of the solar simulator was calibrated to 1 sun (100
mW/cm2) using a reference cell certified by the National Renewable
Energy Laboratories, U.S. All electrochemical measurements were
performed using a potentiostat (IviumStat, Ivium Technologies).
Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) were recorded at DC
potential 1.23 V vs RHE and an AC potential frequency range of
100000−0.1 Hz with an amplitude of 10 mV. A software (ZView,
Scribner Associates) was used for fitting the experimental EIS data to
the equivalent circuit model.

2.3. Catalyst Characterization. In order to characterize the
hematite thin films, X-ray diffraction analysis (PW3040/60 X’pert
PRO, PANalytical with Cu Kα (λ = 1.54056 Å) radiation), HR-TEM
(JEM-2200FS, JEOL with Cs-corrector in the National Institute for
Nanomaterials Technology, Republic of Korea), HR-SEM (JSM-
7401F, JEOL), XPS (K-Alpha, Thermo Fisher), UV−vis (UV-3600,
SHIMADZU) were used. Detailed conditions for catalyst character-
ization are included in Table S1 in SI. The powder was prepared by
grinding the hematite thin-film surface with a sand paper for HR-TEM.
The powders were dispersed with a suitable amount in ethanol (for
HR-TEM).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Crystal Structure and Morphology of Hematite

Depending on Annealing Methods. The precursor to
hematite used in the present study was prepared by a modified
version of the template-less thin-film processing technique
reported earlier.28,29 Thus, a highly anisotropic β-FeOOH
akaganeite film on FTO-coated glass from an aqueous FeCl3·
6H2O solution was synthesized in such a condition that the
thermodynamic stabilization of the oxyhydroxide structure
could be secured. This β-FeOOH nanostructure on FTO was
then converted to α-Fe2O3 by different annealing methods (i.e.,
CTA and HMA).
For HMA, a Pyrex beaker containing 8 g of graphite powder

was used as a susceptor, and a FeOOH thin film was slightly
buried in the graphite powder so that only the surface of the
thin film is exposed to the air (Scheme S1). The HMA
treatment was performed with a household microwave oven of
2.45 GHz and 800W for 2−15 min. For CTA, the FeOOH thin
film was annealed at 800 °C for 20 min in a muffle furnace.
This high-temperature annealing has been known to produce
hematite thin films of high crystallinity with reduced defects
and high solar water oxidation activity.7,19 As shown in the X-
ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of Figure S1 of SI, hematite
shows a dominant (110) peak at 2θ = 35.8°, indicating
preferential orientation of hematite crystals in this direc-
tion.30−32 The peak gets stronger for longer annealing times in
both HMA and CTA. However, the effect is saturated after 5
min of HMA and 20 min of CTA. The crystallinity represented
by the XRD peak was very similar for hematite electrodes
treated by 5 min of HMA and 20 min of CTA. The HRTEM
images in Figure 1 also show that the nanorods are single
crystalline with well-defined lattice fringes denoting preferential
[110] orientation. The insets show (110) XRD peaks for each
thin film of the similar intensity. Hence, both CTA and HMA
of β-FeOOH produced α-Fe2O3 of the same high crystallinity.
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Unlike the same crystal structure, the hematite thin films
have very different morphologies depending upon annealing
methods as shown in the SEM images of Figure 2. First, β-
FeOOH akaganeite on FTO has the morphology of nanorods
with a diameter of ∼30 nm (Figure 2A). This β-FeOOH
nanostructure was then converted to α-Fe2O3 by annealing
treatment. After CTA at 800 °C for 20 min, nanorods turned to
wormlike particles of ∼70 nm (Figure 2B). On the other hand,
it maintained its nanorod morphology with only slightly
increased diameter of ∼40 nm after HMA for 5 min (Figure
2C). Cross-sectional SEM images also demonstrate the
nanorod-type morphology for the HMA hematite thin film
compared to the agglomerated wormlike morphology for the
CTA hematite film. Thus, the HMA treatment preserves the
initial nanorod morphology while greatly improving crystal-
linity of hematite. In addition, the sheet resistance of FTO
substrate was determined by four-probe measurements, as
summarized in Table S2. The resistance remained unaltered
during HMA for 15 min, whereas it gradually and continuously
increased with time during CTA. As evidenced by the previous
attempts to improve conducting property of substrate by
introduction of good conducting scaffold33 or ultrathin metal
layer,34 change on substrate conductivity is a significant
parameter which affects the final water oxidation performance.
Table S2 of SI also shows the surface temperature of the sample
determined by infrared thermometer laser gun. After 5 min of

HMA, the temperature was determined to be 650 °C. The
effectiveness of HMA should be noted here that the annealing
at even lower temperature and shorter time gives as high the
crystallinity as obtained by CTA at higher temperature (800
°C) and longer time (20 min). In any case, this relatively low
temperature and the short processing time of HMA seem
responsible for the preservation of the nanostructure and
maintenance of the electric conductivity of FTO substrate.
To observe reported Sn diffusion from FTO layer to the

Fe2O3 bulk
7,35 during CTA and HMA, XPS spectra of Sn were

obtained (Figure S2). In Figure S2A, Sn diffusion is clearly
observed for both HMA and CTA hematite. The intensity of Sn
XPS peak was slightly smaller for HMA hematite reflecting its
relatively lower temperature and shorter annealing time.
Meanwhile, carbon was detected for both CTA and HMA
hematite as C 1s spectra indicated (Figure S2D). However, the
presence of the same C 1s spectrum of the similar intensity for
the unannealed thin film (β-FeOOH) indicates that that carbon
has mainly originated from air, not from the graphite susceptor
during the HMA process.

3.2. Solar Water Splitting. The solar water splitting
performance of the hematite thin-film photoanodes was
investigated under simulated 1 sun (100 mW, AM 1.5)
illumination. As shown in current (J)−potential (V) curves of
Figure 3, the optimum annealing times that gave the maximum
photocurrent generation were 5 min for HMA and 20 min for
CTA. For the optimized electrodes, water oxidation photo-
currents were 1.58 mAcm−2 for HMA and 0.86 mAcm−2 for
CTA at 1.23 VRHE. Thus, the water oxidation photocurrent was
∼2 times higher for the case of HMA. In addition, HMA shifted
onset potential of photocurrent to cathodic direction by ∼0.2 V
(Figure 3C).
Considering the confirmed merits of HMA and the fact that

both electrodes have similar crystallinity, this improvement can
be mainly attributed to the smaller feature size of hematite thin
film and the preserved electrical conductivity of the FTO
substrate. The former effect can facilitate hole transfer at the
electrode∥electrolyte interface, whereas the latter can facilitate
electron transfer at electrode|substrate interface. That is, charge
separation could be accelerated by the synergistic effect of the
small feature size of the electrode and the good electrical
conductivity of the FTO substrate. Because unintentional Sn

Figure 1. High-resolution TEM images of the hematite thin film
annealed by two different conditions: (A) 20 min of a conventional
thermal annealing (CTA); (B) 5 min of hybrid microwave annealing
(HMA). The insets show (110) X-ray diffraction peak for each thin
film representing similar high crystallinity with well-defined lattice
fringes denoting preferential [110] orientation in both films.

Figure 2. High-resolution SEM images showing surface morphology of the thin films. (A) Iron oxyhydroxide (β-FeOOH) thin film before annealing;
(B) Hematite thin film after 20 min of conventional thermal annealing (CTA); (C) Hematite thin film after 5 min of hybrid microwave annealing
(HMA). The second row shows cross-sectional view for each film.
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doping by its diffusion from FTO substrate is observed for both
HMA and CTA electrodes, its effect does not contribute to the
difference in the their PEC performance. To the best of our
knowledge, microwave-assisted annealing of hematite was
reported only once.36 However, because of the improper
choice of susceptor and operating conditions, the annealing
temperature remained below 300 °C, and their best photo-
current obtained at 1.23 VRHE (107 μA/cm2) was lower than
our case (1.58 mAcm−2) by a factor of ∼15. It appears that the
optimum annealing time for HMA (5 min) is determined by
the abrupt agglomeration of hematite thin films at longer
annealing times (Figure S3). Thus, the original nanostructure
of hematite thin films dramatically changed to wormlike
particles of large feature sizes, although the electrical
conductivity of substrate is maintained up to 20 min of HMA
(Table S2). It is noted that HMA is a highly sensitive annealing
technique with a narrow optimum time window (Figure S4).
With the optimum annealing time, HMA hematite has
crystallinity as good as that of CTA hematite, whereas its
nanostructure and the conductivity of the FTO substrate are
preserved.
3.3. Photoelectrochemical Investigations. In order to

understand the origin of favorable effects of HMA over CTA,
the photoelectrochemical properties of photoanodes were
further investigated. Both HMA and CTA hematite thin films
have similar optical properties, including band gap energy
(∼2.1 eV) and light-harvesting efficiency (Figure S5). The
small difference in light-harvesting efficiency (90−86% for
HMA and 94−90% for CTA at λ < 550 nm) is not significant.
It is also noteworthy that both films show steep absorption
edges all the way to ∼600 nm. Because hematite has an indirect

band gap, it usually shows a small absorbance near the band gap
energy.5 The high crystallinity of both samples obtained by the
high-temperature annealing may be responsible for the high
absorbance at long wavelengths.
Next, the charge separation efficiencies were estimated on

the surface and the bulk of hematite thin-film photoanodes
(Figure 4). We calculated these charge separation efficiencies
by comparing J−V curves in Figure S6 for photooxidation of
water (JH2O) and hole scavenger (in 0.5 M H2O2, J

H2O2).37

η η= × ×J JH O
ab bulk surf

2
(3)

Because of the rapid kinetics of H2O2 photooxidation, its
surface charge separation efficiency ηsurf is practically 100%,
hence:

η= ×J JH O
ab bulk

2 2
(4)

The ηsurf for water oxidation is obtained simply from the ratio
of JH2O/JH2O2. Absorbed incoming light intensity (Jab) was
determined to be 11.3 mAcm−2 for HMA and 11.7 mAcm−2 for
CTA based on eq 5. These values are also unusually high close
to the theoretical value of 12.5 mAcm−2 and reflect the high
absorbance as discussed above.

∫ λ λ η λ= · · λJ E
1

1240
( ) ( )dab 300

600

LH (5)

Here, E(λ) represents solar irradiance and we used ASTM G-
173-03 as a reference for solar irradiance. ηLH(λ) represents
light-harvesting efficiency and can be extracted from light
absorbance, as shown in Figure S5. Then ηbulk values could be
calculated. As in Figure 4A, both HMA and CTA hematite films

Figure 3. Water oxidation photocurrent (J)−potential (V) curves recorded with the hematite thin-film photoanodes treated by CTA (A) and HMA
(B). The optimum annealing time was found to be 20 and 5 min, respectively. C: Additional J−V curve for comparison of the optimum water
oxidation photocurrents generated from CTA and HMA.

Figure 4. Bulk (A) and surface (B) charge separation efficiency vs potential calculated from the eqs 3 and 4, and photocurrents measured with
electrolytes containing 0.5 M H2O2.
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show similar values of bulk charge separation efficiency (ηbulk)
over the most of the potential range. On the other hand, surface
charge separation efficiency (Figure 4B) of HMA hematite
photoanodes consistently exceeds that of CTA photoanodes by
20−30% over the whole potential range. Their almost the same
ηbulk values seem to originate from their similar crystallinity and
[110] preferential orientation, as confirmed by XRD and TEM,
which is known as the best direction for charge transfer.5,30

Meanwhile, ηsurf can be affected by the facilitated hole transfer
at electrode∥electrolyte interface due to the smaller feature size
of HMA hematite morphology. That is, the possibility that
photoexcited holes survive the recombination increases in
smaller feature sized materials because travel the length of the
holes to electrode∥electrolyte interface becomes shorter.
Another possibility for the higher ηsurf is that the enlarged
electrode surface area of HMA hematite helps hole
consumption by water oxidation reaction at electrode∥elec-
trolyte interface (Figure 2B,C).
The dynamic nature of the charge carriers could be

monitored by measuring open circuit potential (OCP) decay
and electron lifetime in electrode calculated from the OCP
decay results as shown in Figure 5.38−41 The OCP decay was
recorded by turning off the light after achieving steady state
under illumination. Photovoltage, Vph, was determined as 0.14
and 0.21 V for CTA and HMA hematite photoanodes,
respectively (Figure 5A). It shows the same tendency as the
onset potential shift of water oxidation photocurrent (Figure
3C).39,40 In addition, it could be an indication of a smaller
amount of surface state on HMA hematite surface compared to
CTA surface.
The OCP decay rate (dVOC/dt) is slower for HMA hematite

photoanodes, which is more clearly observed in normalized
OCP decay diagram (Figure 5B).40 Electron lifetime, τn, could
be extracted from the linear part of the enlarged OCP decay
diagram (Figure 5C) on the basis of the following equation.41

τ = −
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

k T
e

V
t

d
dn

B OC

(6)

The electron lifetimes were determined to be 0.58 and 1.22 s,
respectively, for CTA and HMA hematite photoanodes. Longer
electron lifetimes make electrons possible to travel longer
distances without charge recombination. Therefore, electron
transfer is expected to be faster in HMA hematite photoanodes.
The charge transfer characteristic in hematite electrodes

alluded to above was studied by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) in Figure 6. In the Nyquist plots, the
experimental data were fitted to a Randle circuit with three

elements: Rct (charge transfer resistance at electrode∥elec-
trolyte interface), C (Helmholtz layer capacitance), Rs (all
remaining resistances involved in the photoanode).42,43 Among
them, Rct was reduced by 30% for HMA hematite photoanodes
due to the enhanced solar water oxidation rate on the surface of
the photoanodes. According to the Mott−Schottky plots in
Figure S7, CTA and HMA hematite thin films have a similar
donor density of ∼1017 cm−3 but different flat band potentials;
0.53 VRHE for CTA and 0.41 VRHE for HMA hematite thin films.
Hence, the results show that HMA does not affect donor
density of hematite thin films but shifts flat band potential to
cathodic values relative to CTA hematite, which is consistent
with the cathodic shift of onset potential of water oxidation
photocurrent (Vonset, Figure 3C) and increased photovoltage
(Vph, Figure 5A).38,39,44 Thus, the shift of onset potential of
solar water oxidation (∼200 mV) is well explained by the
increased photovoltage (∼70 mV) and the shift of flat band
potential (∼120 mV). Onset potential of solar water oxidation
can be affected by surface states of semiconductor thin
films.38,39 Thus, HMA hematite thin films might have less
surface states so that photovoltage becomes larger and flat band

Figure 5. (A) Open circuit potential (OCP) decay diagram recorded by turning off the light at steady state under illumination. (B) Normalized OCP
decay diagram; (C) Enlarged OCP decay diagram of A.

Figure 6. Electrochemical impedance spectra (Nyquist plots, top), the
equivalent circuit model (middle), and the fitting results (bottom) for
the hematite thin films annealed by CTA and HMA.
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potential shifts to the cathodic direction. These improved
surface properties of HMA result in the high surface charge
separation efficiency and enhanced water oxidation kinetics
(Figure 4B).

4. CONCLUSION
Fabrication of high crystalline and nanostructured semi-
conductors of small feature sizes has been a long-standing
thrust to prepare efficient optoelectronic materials. Here we
propose that HMA could be such a general method by
reporting nanostructure-preserved hematite thin films of high
crystallinity that show an excellent activity of solar water
splitting far exceeding the material prepared by CTA. HMA
hematite thin films had smaller feature size in morphology and
less damaged electrical conductivity compared to CTA
hematite thin films by preventing agglomeration of the original
nanostructure and severe damage on substrate. As a result,
charge separation could be accelerated by the synergistic effect
of the small feature size of hematite (hole transfer at
electrode∥electrolyte interface) and the good electrical
conductivity of substrate (electron transfer at electrode|subsrate
interface) resulting in efficient solar water splitting performance
(2 times higher than that of CTA hematite photoanodes). In
addition, the current annealing method is a simple and easy
method compared to the complicated structure confinement
scaffold method discussed earlier.
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